GOLD SUNBURST MIRROR
Mounting Instructions

Note: For safe mounting, it is important to use the proper hardware for your wall type (drywall, concrete, etc.). Contact your local hardware store for assistance if necessary. For safety and ease of mounting, installation is recommended using two people.

Tools required for installation: Phillips screwdriver

Hardware Included:
(2) Screw
Pencil
(2) Anchor

Wood Stud Mounting:

1) Mark the location on the wall.

2) Using a Phillips-head screwdriver, drive the screws into the wall at the location. The screws should not be flush to the wall. Leave a gap of about 1/8" between the head of screw and the wall.

3) Hang the GOLD SUNBURST MIRROR on the screw heads. If it does not fit properly, you may need to adjust the gap between the head of screw and the wall and hang again.

Dry Wall Mounting:

1) Mark the location on the wall.

2) Using a Phillips-head screwdriver, drive the dry wall anchors directly into the wall at the location. Do not force the dry wall anchors as they are designed to bore a hole into the wall without much pressure.

3) Using a Phillips-head screwdriver, drive the screws into the dry wall anchors. The screws should not be flush to the wall. Leave a gap of 1/8" between the head of screw and the wall.

4) Hang the GOLD SUNBURST MIRROR on the screw heads. If it does not fit properly, you may need to adjust the gap between the head of screw and the wall, and hang again.

Care and Instructions:

- Wipe with soft, dry cloth.
- To protect the finish, do not apply household cleaners or abrasives.
- Do not use or attaché wire for hanging it is meant to hang from the affixed d-rings on the back
- To clean the mirror surfaces, use a household glass cleaner but spray the cleaner onto a clean cloth first and then use the cloth to wipe the mirror surfaces clean - do not spray the cleaner directly onto the mirror surfaces.
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